STONEY CREEK
CAMPUS MASTER PLAN

CAMPUS DESIGN CONCEPT

The Stoney Creek Campus Concept Plan reflects a more complete campus environment featuring new buildings fronting the streets and framing a variety of new open spaces that offer places to linger, socialize, study, learn and recreate. A large flexible central plaza space defines the campus heart and functions as an outdoor classroom, as a college and community destination to host events and to showcase programming. As well, it is a place that fosters innovation and encourages the engagement between campus community and the surrounding community. It is an environment that inspires students to stay beyond classroom hours and for the community to enjoy as a destination year-round.

The new buildings and enhanced landscapes support a welcoming front door to the campus and greater exposure to the street. The streets are enhanced so they are more pedestrian-oriented and improve the connectivity throughout the campus and to the neighbourhoods. The Concept Plan further supports and incorporates sustainable initiatives, creating an attractive compact, pedestrian-oriented environment with new amenities, academic program space, open spaces and improved multi-modal access.
Rendered view of the heart of campus, looking westward towards new Buildings 1 and 2.